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MESSAGE FROM:

THE CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO

The success of your West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company over its
12 ½ years of operation has allowed something to occur in West Virginia
on multiple occasions that is unique. Never before has any previous or
current medical professional liability insurance company paid dividends
to its West Virginia insured physicians. However, we Mountain State
physicians have enjoyed the great pleasure of receiving such dividend checks
from our Mutual on several occasions. A total of almost $15 million has
been returned to our policyholders/owners since 2013. This is unheard
of in our state! It is certainly a nice change for us physicians to receive this
financial benefit rather than out – of – state stockholders, as has often been
the case with other companies, both past and present. These dividends
are in addition to the significant reductions in premium our policyholders
have enjoyed since our inception, anywhere from 30 to 50% depending
on our individual specialty. Together we are an incredible team.
We are passionate about our Mission: “…to provide professional liability
insurance to healthcare providers on a sound and enduring basis.” Over the
past twelve years, we have solidified the financial integrity of your Mutual
and have accumulated almost $100 million in policyholder surplus.
This strong financial position allows the Mutual to provide our physician
owners with outstanding value-added products and services at the lowest
sustainable price. We are much more than a commodity. Understanding
the current competitive environment and our Mission, your physician-led

“You can rest assured that our Mutual will be here for the long-term.”

Board of Directors chose to pay dividends in 2016. They recognized the
loyalty you have shown to your company and wanted to reward you for
your commitment.
Your Mutual remains the preeminent medical professional liability insurer
in West Virginia, insuring over 60% of state physicians who purchase such
insurance. We all know that there is an extremely strong trend for physicians
to seek and accept employment by hospitals and hospital systems. To adapt
to this trend, WVMIC now has a hospital professional liability insurance
program to accommodate hospitals that employ physicians. To accomplish
this, we partnered with MagMutual through its subsidiary Professional
Security Insurance Company. Mag is domiciled in Georgia and, like your
Mutual, is physician-led and physician-focused. This partnership allows us to
potentially offer HPL insurance to even the largest hospitals in West Virginia.
As a native West Virginian who spent my entire career as a physician here
in West Virginia, it is very gratifying that we have been able to form and
grow a company that now is extremely financially secure. You can rest
assured that our Mutual will be here for the long-term. We will not cut
and run when the medical liability lawsuit climate worsens, as has
always been the case with out-of-state insurance companies in the past.
We are Physicians Insuring Physicians.

MESSAGE FROM:

THE EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND COO

I want to begin by saying again what a great honor and privilege it is to serve you,
the physician owners of the West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company, as your chief
operating officer. Every year that passes reaffirms the reason this Mutual was formed
and the good work it has done in stabilizing West Virginia’s very volatile medical
professional liability market. Indeed, your Mutual continues to be recognized in the
medical professional liability arena as one of the most successful physician-owned
mutual insurance companies formed during this century.
West Virginia physicians have established a company that in just twelve years has been
more successful in West Virginia than all the stock companies that previously provided
medical professional liability insurance in our state. Your Mutual has decreased
premiums substantially over this time, has paid back the $24 million loan from the
State, has expanded coverage for administrative hearing legal assistance and cyber
liability at no cost to policyholders, and has paid $14,750,000 to you in the form
of multiple policyholder dividends.
In addition to the great financial results and premium relief, the Mutual is now able
to offer insurance protection to healthcare facilities and hospitals. This expansion
deeper into our healthcare delivery system is further proof that your Mutual is the
premier insurer of healthcare professionals in West Virginia and dedicated to our state.
The success of your Mutual is not accidental. Your company is governed by an outstanding physician-dominated Board of Directors and led by an experienced executive
management team. Moreover, every Mutual staff member is committed to providing
our physician owners with the absolute best service possible. The primary purpose
of Underwriting, Risk Management and Claims is to serve you, our physician owners.
This commitment to excellence sets your Mutual apart from the out-of-state insurance
companies that are more concerned with profits than the protection of our citizens.
West Virginia physicians should be very proud of the accomplishments of this Mutual.
You have a successful, financially strong insurance company that provides services
to West Virginia physicians that go far beyond insurance protection. The Mutual’s
success is a testament to the hard work and efforts of the West Virginia physician
community to make healthcare in our state the best it can be.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Assets

2016

2015

$163,288,000

$163,752,000

4,009,000

4,871,000

$167,297,000

$168,623,000

$43,961,000

$44,827,000

17,208,000

19,146,000

8,838,000

6,627,000

70,007,000

70,600,000

7,651,000

7,651,000

89,639,000

90,372,000

97,290,000

98,023,000

$167,297,000

$168,623,000

Written Premium

$24,056,000

$23,469,000

Earned Premium

19,095,000

18,556,000

Loss & Loss Expense Incurred

18,065,000

15,976,000

Underwriting Expenses

6,854,000

7,011,000

Net Investment Income

4,930,000

4,823,000

Dividends to Policyholders

1,000,000

-

Statutory Income before Income taxes

(1,894,000)

392,000

Federal Income Taxes

($428,000)

($190,000)

($1,466,000)

$582,000

Cash and Investments
Other Assets

Liabilities
Loss & Loss Expense Reserves
Unearned Premiums
Other Liabilities

Policyholders’ Surplus
Paid in and Contributed
Other

Net Income (loss)

OPERATING HIGHLIGHTS

Strong Market Presence
The West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company remains the premier medical professional liability
insurer in West Virginia. WVMIC is your physician-owned, physician-governed and physician-managed
mutual insurance company. The Mutual provides a stable and predictable commercial insurance
company that is unlike the many commercial stock companies that previously insured West Virginia
physicians but then left the State when times became difficult or increased their premiums to the
point of being unaffordable. Unlike stockholder-owned commercial insurance companies that exited
West Virginia when their financial results were not as desired, the Mutual is committed to staying
in West Virginia to provide this very important medical professional liability insurance coverage to
physicians who have chosen this beautiful state as the place where they want to live and practice.
An extremely important benefit of insuring with the Mutual is that any profits generated by the
company are not passed on to out-of-state investors, but remain here in West Virginia to provide
affordable premiums, excellent policyholder services and physician ownership in a financially sound,
successful insurance company that places the interests of its West Virginia physician owners above
any other interests. Having a successful insurance company owned by West Virginia physicians has
assured that our citizens will continue to have access to quality healthcare in the future.
Financial Strength
The West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company began operations in July, 2004. Over the past twelve
years the Mutual has significantly grown assets and policyholder surplus, the capital that secures
the financial integrity of the Company, while substantially reducing policyholder premiums,
providing excellent services to West Virginia physicians, and repaying the original Surplus loan from
the State. This has been accomplished by a strong, physician-led Board of Directors with physician
involvement in underwriting, claims and risk management, as well as an experienced and knowledgeable executive management team well versed in insurance company operations. Due to these excellent
financial results, A.M. Best awarded the Mutual an A- (Excellent) rating several years ago confirming
its strong financial standing, and this rating continues today. West Virginia physicians can be very
proud of their insurance company’s successes over the past twelve years.
Premium Relief
The West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company has been able to significantly reduce premiums over
this twelve-year period and has held premiums stable in recent years even when claims frequency
and severity has risen. The reduction and stabilization of premiums are due to the Mutual’s strong
financial position. In addition to maintaining affordable premiums, West Virginia Mutual has returned
$14,750,000 to its policyholders in the form of dividends over the past four years. No other medical
professional liability insurance company has ever paid dividends to physicians in our state and no
other MPL insurance company is paying dividends now. West Virginia physician owners of the Mutual
have shared in the success of the company as opposed to other commercial stock companies that
send West Virginia physician premium to out-of-state investors. These unprecedented premium
reductions and payment of dividends have been achieved while maintaining the financial integrity of
the Company and repaying all outstanding debts. It is through effective underwriting, risk management
and claims administration, with physician Board oversight, that the Mutual has accomplished their
goal of providing sustainable and predictable insurance protection to West Virginia physicians.

Risk Management and Patient Safety
Since 2004, the Mutual has been committed to providing best-in-class risk management programs
to our insured physicians. The many program offerings are aimed at reducing the risk of the practice of
medicine and improving patient safety. In addition to our risk management seminars, office consultations, HIPAA training, and our C.A.R.E.® program, our experienced risk management professionals
serve as resources to our policyholders and their staff when questions and issues arise. More than 98%
of our insured physicians participate in these outstanding programs which is verification of the quality
of the programs and our risk management staff.
Claims Expertise
We take allegations against our insured physicians very seriously. When a claim arises, the Mutual
understands that your reputation and livelihood are on the line. The Mutual’s claims consultants
are West Virginians and are extremely knowledgeable and familiar with medical malpractice litigation.
They will lead you through every step of the litigation process. The consultants, in collaboration
with you and your defense counsel, will chart a path that provides you aggressive representation
every step of the way. Your team will conduct an extensive review of the standard of care in your
case and formulate an effective defense strategy. This knowledge will allow sound decisions to be
made regarding your case in a fully informed manner.
Adapting to Change
First and foremost, WVMIC is a Medical Professional Liability Insurance Company providing exceptional
insurance protection, as well as industry-leading risk management services and aggressive claims
representation to West Virginia physicians. However, the delivery of healthcare is changing rapidly,
and we must adapt to these changes. We understand the enormous pressures placed on physicians
today as you provide healthcare to the citizens of our great state. Your Mutual is committed to
providing protection to healthcare providers in this changing environment. With more physicians
being employed by healthcare facilities such as hospitals and corporations that contract physician
services, WVMIC has expanded to insure these entities. This expansion allows the Mutual to afford
valuable insurance protection to more physicians, which will provide more stability within the
insurance market. The Mutual’s Mission states that it will “provide professional liability insurance
to healthcare providers on a sound and enduring basis.” WVMIC considers it a necessity to adapt
to the many changes in healthcare to ensure that we will be the physician-friendly insurance company
preferred by West Virginia physicians for many years to come.
Legislative Advocacy
The West Virginia Mutual Insurance Company remains a strong advocate for West Virginia physicians
in both the legislative and executive branches of government. The Mutual Board and Executive
Management continue to meet regularly with legislative leaders and individuals in key executive and
regulatory positions within State Government. Where appropriate, your Mutual files amicus briefs
when attacks are made on the civil justice reforms that have stabilized the legal environment in West
Virginia. It is critical that we continue to monitor issues that can have an impact on healthcare and
insurance in West Virginia. The Mutual continues its vigilance as matters arise that affect both physicians
and their patients.
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